
 
 

Allegheny River Valley Aquarium    
Society Auction 

Sunday, October 11th 
11:00 AM 

John Ash Community Center, 112 
N. Barry Street,  Olean, NY 14760  

TFCEC Monthly Meeting 

Tuesday October 20th 

The Chicken Coop, VFW Post 8113, 

299 Leydecker Road, West Seneca 

NY.  Meeting starts at 7:00 PM.  

Presentation by Gary Lange, Mini 

Auction, Raffles Bowl Show: Barbs, 

Fish related arts and crafts and Any 

other Variety 

Erie Aquarium Society Auction 

Sunday, October 25th 
11:00 AM 

Perry Hi-Way Social Hall  8281  
Oliver Rd, Erie, PA 16565  

 

TFCEC Monthly Meeting 

Tuesday November 17th 

The Chicken Coop, VFW Post 8113, 

299 Leydecker Road, West Seneca 

NY.  Meeting starts at 7:00 PM.  

Mini Auction, Raffles Bowl Show: 

Anabantoids and Any other Variety 

 

TFCEC Monthly Meeting 

Tuesday December 15th 

The Chicken Coop, VFW Post 8113, 

299 Leydecker Road, West Seneca 

NY.  Meeting starts at 7:00 PM.  

Mini Auction, Raffles Bowl Show: 

Red/Green Fish and Any other 

Variety 

 There are a lot of heaters out on the market, and we have used many different kinds.  Each 
one we have used in the past  has given us varied results.  Now that we are  selecting a heater for a salt 
tank the parameters are much tighter, and the fish are more susceptible to swings in temperature.  The 
main requirement that we had was the heater had to have a very reliable, accurate thermostat.  

 We had a few contenders that we looked at and they included Eheim Jager, Cobalt Aquatics, 
Aqueon Pro, and WON titanium.  We  did not have the ability to run side by side tests so we had to rely 
on personal experience as well as others reviews. 

 We had used Eheim Jager heaters in the past, and although we have not had good luck with 
them we decided to give them another chance. We started up the heater in a 50 gallon     aquarium and 

monitored the temperature with an external thermometer.  What we noticed,  is when 
the heater would come on we would be down about 2 degrees from the target, and it 
would heat to about 1 to 2 degrees above it.  This was acceptable, but we knew from 
past experience that when a Eheim Jager heater fails, it has a tendency (like most heat-
ers) to fail in the on position (we had lost a tank of fish to this in the past). 

 The Cobalt heater, which are actually  priced a bit higher for the competitors, 
but the reviews online were very encouraging.  We    ordered one, and brought it in.  
First thing we noticed, was that the reviews were right, and this was a much different 
looking heater than we had.  The heater is a flat heater, instead of round, and is made of 
plastic and has no glass, which makes this shatterproof. 

 The other bonus that we saw was that the heaters kept the temperature of the 
tank pretty constant.  We didn’t find a time that the tank dipped in temperature for the 
entire test.  This we had not seen 
before and were skeptical, and we 
tried the   heater again in a     
different tank, with the same    
results.  To us it was very            
impressive.  This heater is unique 

as well, as it has a digital thermostat,  which is 
known if it fails, it fails almost certainly in the off        
position. 

Continued on Page 5 

https://www.google.com/maps?ion=1&espv=2&q=John+Ash+Community+Center,+112+N.+Barry+Street,+Olean,+NY+14760&bav=on.2,or.&biw=1144&bih=727&dpr=1&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=X&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMI3vaetoeBxwIVARY-Ch289A77
https://www.google.com/maps?ion=1&espv=2&q=John+Ash+Community+Center,+112+N.+Barry+Street,+Olean,+NY+14760&bav=on.2,or.&biw=1144&bih=727&dpr=1&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=X&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMI3vaetoeBxwIVARY-Ch289A77
https://www.google.com/maps/place/8281+Oliver+Rd,+Erie,+PA+16509/@42.0371511,-80.0887849,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x88328751c75e1f2b:0x820593a347c41b1a
https://www.google.com/maps/place/8281+Oliver+Rd,+Erie,+PA+16509/@42.0371511,-80.0887849,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m2!3m1!1s0x88328751c75e1f2b:0x820593a347c41b1a
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Live Black worm Group Order 

 I am organizing a group order of live black 

worms from Eastern Aquatics.  If you would like to 

get in on the order, I will be collecting order/money 

until the Wednesday before the next meeting.  The 

worms will arrive and be delivered at the next 

meeting. 

Pricing: 

1lb. of worms   $24.00 

0.5 lb. of worms  $13.00 

0.25 lb. of worms $7.00 

If you are interested or have questions, send me 

an email, or leave a voicemail on my phone. 

716-208-5596 - Josh Vito 

Bags for Sale 

3x10x2mil $5.00/100 

5x15x2mil $6.50/100 

6x16x2mil $6.75/100 

6x24x2mil $9.75/100 

8x15x2mil $8.50/100 

10x20x2mil $11.25/100 

 

De-capsulated Brine Shrimp Eggs 

$16.00 per pound 

 

*Pricing subject to change 

See Bill Duzen 

Club T-Shirts  

 The shirts are grey with black silk screen Sizes available: 

Large and XL $8. We can also monogram a small club logo on t-shirt, 

polo, hoodie, jacket, etc. Please wash it first even if it is new. The 

current price is $7 for each monogram on the clothing you provide. 

Thank you for supporting the club. See Tom Heisler. 

WAP (Totals) 

Jason & Kimberly Ball 340 

Josh Vito  200 

Jenny Walker  130 

Donna Czarnecki 60 

Chuck Mule  50 

Chris Hardy  50 

Randy & Teri Seufert 30 

Bonnie Gifford  30 

John E. Burdick  20 

Kendra Crumb  20 

Peter Reukauf  20 

Tom Heisler  10 

Green star polyps (above)  

Photo credit Kim Ball  

 

mailto:triz316@verizon.net
mailto:jfitz105@hotmail.com
mailto:tfcecmikec@gmail.com
mailto:tfcectom@gmail.com
mailto:jackmullen2001@yahoo.com
mailto:antoniomfmartina@yahoo.com
mailto:tfcprez2@aim.com
mailto:petespoint@juno.com
mailto:wildbill41361@aol.com
mailto:kimantha333@gmail.com
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Meetings 

The Tropical Fish Club of Erie 

County, Inc., meets the third 

Tuesday of the month at The 

Chicken Coop, VFW Post 

8113, 299 Leydecker Road, 

West Seneca NY. Meetings 

start at 7:00PM. All are     

invited.  

 

Our Purpose 

The purpose of the Tropical 

Fish Club of Erie County is to 

bring hobbyists of tropical fish 

and aquatic plants   together, 

those who are interested in 

breeding,   raising, showing, 

or just plain looking at fish 

and aquatic plants. Also to 

aid members through        

lectures, films and slide 

presentations on different 

aspects of the   tropical fish 

hobby.  

 

Exchange Policy 

The Tropical Fish Club of Erie 

County will send a copy of 

this newsletter to any club 

who sends us a copy of their 

publication.  

 

Reprint Policy 

Any article may be reprinted 

by another aquarium society, 

providing the source and     

author are given credit, and a 

copy of your publication is 

sent to us  
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 Gary has been keeping fish since he was 10 and has been associated with the organized hobby 

for the last 33 years.  He is a member of the Missouri Aquarium Society (MASI) and has held various 

positions in the club.  He is a grand master breeder in MASI, and has won “Best fish in Show” on four 

different occasions, twice with rainbowfish. 

 In the fall of 1987 he started the Rainbowfish Study Group  of North America (RSG) He got in 

fish photography mainly because there weren’t many quality pictures of rainbowfish.  He has his photos 

published in FAMA, TFH, and AFM and has published several articles for the Aquarium Fish Magazine 

and TFM. 

 In 2002 he was the first to import eight new rainbowfish into North America from the world 

explorer, Heiko Bieher, including the Millennium Rainbow, the Zigzag (Glossolepis donityi) and the 

dwarf rainbowfish.  In 2003 he made his second trip to Australia and did some more collecting while 

there.  In 2005 he took the rainbowfish collectors dream trip - collecting in West Papua (formerly Irian 

Jaya), the western portion of New Guinea.  He has made trips in 2008, 2010, 2012, and 2015.  He 

brought back rainbowfish that have never been seen in the hobby including Chilatherina alleni and  

Melanotaenia vanheumi.  With these trips he has collected and brought back 9-10 different                

undescribed species of rainbowfish and along with his collecting partner  is currently working on nam-

ing them.  He is currently running over 85 tanks (~2500 gallons) and keeping over 65 species and loca-

tions of rainbowfish and blue-eyes. 

“Extraordinary New Rainbowfish from Papua” 

 Paupa (formerly Irian Jaya) is a Darwin’s paradise with almost every watershed separated long 

enough to produce unique species of rainbowfish.  After four trips to Papua we’ve managed to find 9 to 

10 brand new rainbowfish.  Some were quite easy to find as they were gifted to us by our missionary 

piolet friend.  Others involved multiday trips by outrigger over the ocean and over eight hours of     

winding rivers to reach our collecting destination.  Finally to get our prizes out and rendezvous with our 

boat captain (who had abandoned us) we had to slog over five hours through a pathless jungle.  You be 

the judge to see if the leeches, thorns, mosquitoes and other punishments of the jungle were worth the 

effort to bring out these wonderful rainbowfish!  This talk will primarily deal with our fourth trip to   

Papua plus the capture and breeding of the amazing Wapoga Red Laser rainbowfish (Melanotaenia 

rubrovittata).  This rainbowfish was featured on the front cover of the Nov/Dec 2014 Amazonas       

magazine.  I’ll also cover briefly the rainbowfish that we discovered in Dekai in 2010 that was recently 

name for me, Melanotania garylangei. 

Goldfish (above) hand drawn 

by Kim Ball  

 

 

 

Waving hands anthelia 

(below) photo credit Kim Ball 
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 We also had an Aqueon Pro and ran it through the same tests as the other heaters.  Again this 
heater was supposed to be shatterproof, which is always a plus.  It ran pretty similar to the Jager, and 
we saw temperatures dip into a few degrees and above a few degrees.  These heaters come with a 
lifetime guarantee so we thought that they would live up to a long time without failure.  What we did 
notice was though, that the heater was not heating to the desired temperature.  We had to set the 
thermostat higher than our desired temperature to get it to the temperature we wanted.  This we did 
not think was very acceptable. 

 The final heater that we had chosen to test, the WON titanium, required an external           
thermostat.  We had originally thought that this was going to be a far an away leader, but once we 
started comparing external thermostats, we found that the highest rated ones, were actually the    
Cobalt Aquatics external thermostat.  Considering that the same thermostat is within the Cobalt   heat-
ers that we had just tested, we decided to drop external thermostats with titanium heaters from the 
race.  This is because we assumed, and this is a personal choice, that the more items you put in your 
tank the higher the chance that one item will fail. 

 In the end we settled on the Cobalt Aquatic heaters, and we purchased a second 200 watt 
heater to run our 125 gallon salt tank.  We have had this running now for over a month and have never 
been happier with the results.  We have not seen our tank dip in temperature yet, and the easy of 
reading the temperature of the tank could not be easier.  We can actually read the temperature from 
across the room, which in and of itself is a far and away more convenient.  I do suggest that you take 
your own    experiences into account, but as far as we are concerned whenever we are going to need 
another heater, a Cobalt Aquatics will be the one we will be selecting. 

First Place 

Hypancetris Mosaic Zebra 

Pleco * People’s Choice 

Peter Reukauf 

 

Second Place 

Royal Pleco 

Bob Fessler 

 

Third Place 

Long finned Bristle Nose 

Dawn Domagala 

Fourth Place 

Reticulated Cory 

Jason & Kimberly Ball 

First Place 

Sword Tail 

Mike Culkowski 

 

Second Place 

Mylandaia greshakei 

Peter Reukauf 

 

Third Place 

Marble Angel 

Beb Fessler 

 

 

 

Fourth Place 

Dwarf Mexican Crayfish 

 First Place 

Clown Loach 

Peter Reukauf 

 

Second Place 

Java Loach 

Eric Jensen 

Bird’s nest coral 

Photo credit Kim Ball (above) 

 

 

Hammer Coral (below)  

photo credit Kim Ball 
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2015 BAP (Totals) 

Jason & Kimberly Ball 185 
Peter Reukraf  150 
Donna Czarnecki 120 
Erik Jensen  120 
Tom Heisler  110 
Chris Hardy  100 
Chuck Mule  60 
Randy & Teri Seufert 45 
Robert Fessler  40 
Kendra Crumb  25 
Bill Wroblewski  35 
Alexander Minko 25 
Chris Hardy  20 
Bill Duzen  15 
Dawn Domagala 10 
Sandra Karsst  10 
Tom Rizzo  10 
Jenny Walker  10 
John Williams  10 
Joseph De Carlo 5 
Bonnie Gifford  5 
Josh Vito  5 
 
BAP Chairmen 
 Tom Rizzo 
 Bill Wroblewski 

2015 HAP (Totals) 
*As of June 2015 

Chuck Mule  155 
Christopher Hardy 135 
Jason & Kimberly Ball 105 
Donna Czarnecki 85 
Dawn Domagala 75 
Ed Osika  70 
Bill Wroblewski  70 
Josh Vito  20 
Peter Reukauf  10 
 

HAP Chairmen 
Chuck Mule 
Bill Duzen 

 The Amazon Milk frog is one of the frogs that has been on my 
wish list for a very long time. They are brightly colored, large, and very 
hardy. Amazonian Milk Frogs range from Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia,   
Ecuador, French Guiana, Peru, Suriname, and Venezuela. Pretty much, 
the Amazon basin. In the wild these frogs breed high up in the          
rainforest treetops. The males compete for the chance to use water 

filled hollows inside the 
trees they inhabit. The   
female deposits her eggs 
inside these hollows and 
the emerging tadpoles often cannibalize their own species 
eggs. As with quite a few amphibians, males are far    
smaller than their female   counterpart. Males reach 
around 2 and 1/2'' and females reach 4 inches with 5 not 
being unheard of. The estimated lifespan is 5-10 years but 
at this point, we really don’t know if that is accurate. 
Dumpy tree frogs can live up to 25 and they have similar 
body shapes and lifestyles. Usually groups of frogs can 

coexist peacefully, just take care to observe your tank daily and ensure females are not being         
harassed by males. 

Housing: 

 You can raise a group of five juvenile frogs in a 29 gallon tank. A mated pair of adults are 
good in a 20 gallon. As these frogs are strictly arboreal, you should have a tall cage, rather than one 
with lots of surface area. Most keepers choose to house them in plastic bins or totes. These can be 
ideal as long as you rinse the bottom out regularly. You can cover the base with moist paper toweling, 
or gravel topped with sphagnum moss. For adult frogs, you can fill the base with water to simulate 
the water filled hollows they seek in the wild. At all times a large water dish should be offered. When 
studied researchers found these tree hollows were as large as 5 gallons of water, so bigger is better 
for them. Just a note, in the case of amphibians always use de-chlorinated water. As for tank décor, 
branches and cork bark tubes, PVC and hollow bamboo are appreciated as perches. You can           
introduce several varieties of thick leaved terrarium plants into your tank. Think bromeliads, pothos 
vine, and broad leaved philodendron, even orchids. You can keep these potted or add them to a   
background if you decide to go that route.  Just spot clean the leaves and floor as often as you can to 
maintain a hygienic tank for your animals.  

Lighting: 

 Amazon milk frogs require both UVB lighting as well as standard fluorescent (5,000 to 6,000 
K) to remain healthy. These frogs can develop MBD or metabolic bone disease if they do not receive 
UVB lighting. UVB bulbs along with calcium and D3 supplements will prevent this. Basically UVB bulbs 
allow the animal to adequately process calcium. UVB bulbs need to be replaced once a year to ensure 
they are still providing enough output for your frog. 

Temperature: 

 Temperature is a big concern with frogs. Temps should be with 78 and 82 degrees f. In order 
to simulate their natural home, you want to provide a couple ranges of temperature so that they can 
regulate themselves. Sometimes your frog will want to stay cool, for instance over his water bowl, or 
perhaps bask on a sunny branch higher up in the enclosure. Cool areas should stay within the 70s and 
the basking areas should reach up to at least 80 or 85.  At night these animals can enjoy a 10-15 de-
gree drop, and if healthy can tolerate as low as 65 degrees. You can use a low wattage red bulb over 
the tank at night to prevent temps from dropping too low rapidly. 



HAP Submissions 

July 

Christopher Hardy 

        Anubias hastifolia 

        Anubias nana 

Chuck Mule 

         Utricularia maccohiza 

Bill Wroblewski 

         Microsorum pteropus 

 

September 

Dawn Domagala 

        Ceratophyllum                           
demersum 

        Ceratopteris thalictoides 

        Eichhornia crassipes 

        Myriophyllum aquaticum 

        Nymphaea 

        Pistia startiodes 

 

Chuck Mule 

 Drosera binate 

 Mimula ringens 

 Mimula ringens -           
flowering 

 Mimulus ringens -        
Sexual Repro 

 Mimuls rigens 

 Utricularia bisquamata 
(flowering) 

Bill Wroblewski 

 Microsorum windlov 

 

Membership Report 

September Attendance  

51 

Average 2015 Attendance 

53 

New Members 

Jacob Czuba 

Dianne Czuba 
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Feeding: 

 The best part of having these frogs is feeding them. Growing babies should be fed once a 
day, and adults twice a week. Milk frogs are primarily nocturnal, but they will learn to wake up and 
feed on your schedule. Amazon frogs will accept a wide range of feeder insects including crickets, 
roaches, waxworms, hornworms, earthworms, and mealworms. Large adults can be offered pinky 
mice very sparingly. Small frogs can even be offered flightless fruit flies. The rule of thumb is to offer 3
-10 food items around the width of the frogs head. Offering a phosphorous free calcium supplement 
with D3 and Vitamin A would be the best dusting for your frog’s prey. Use it every feeding for        
juveniles, and once every other feeding for adults. 

 To ensure your animals are healthy and maintaining weight properly handle them once a 
week while you deep clean the enclosure. Look at coloration, body shape and weight. You can use 
this time to clean any dishes or perches that have been sullied during the week. As Milk frogs are 
known to be quite friendly they’re a fantastic pet for anyone. They’re colorful, robust and they never 
refuse a meal! 

 Meeting opened at 7:51 

 Chris Hardy welcomed new members Jake and Diane Czuba. 

 Nov. Election for board members: 

 Tony Martina, Jim Fitzerald, John J. Williams and Bill Wroblewski. 

 Ed Osika read off the treasury report. Bob Fessler made motion to accept, Randy Seufert accepted. 

 Secretary's report is in Newsletter. Had an issue with people not getting the newsletter in email. 
Newsletter was reissued and should have been received by everyone. Motion to accept secretary's 
notes made by Tom Rizzo, seconded by Bonnie Gilford. 

 Randy has volunteered to take over Ways and Means from Russ Arnst. We need someone to also 
take over his auction position. Thanks to Russ we have a donation from Florida Aquatics for the 
next auction. 

 Tom Rizzo reported 12 BAP turned in this meeting, 

 Writers! We  need more articles, pictures, drawings for future newsletters.  

 Ways and Means: Nothing new to report. 

 Need Kitchen help for Auction. Baked goods wrapped individually would be appreciated. 

 Bowl show totals on Page 

 Library News: 

 The list of books we currently have is on the TFCEC website, please email Bill Wroblewski and he 
will bring them to the next meeting. 

 Old Business: Swap meet July sellers were happy with turn out. Everyone is willing to do it again. 

 Ohio Cichlid Extravaganza. You need to book your room and go. Tony Martina won Best in show 

last year. 

 New Business: Gary Lange an Expert on Rainbows will be coming from St. Louis to talk to our club. 

He asked to be housed with one of our members so he can shop hop. Contact Randy if you have a 

guest room available.  

 Rob McCall is doing a discus order. 

 Had a snafu with speaker for this meeting. He confused our club for Erie PA's club and will come up 

next year. 

 Meeting ended 9:39 

mailto:kimantha333@gmail.com
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 Red Cherry Shrimp (RCS) are probably the easiest species of freshwater dwarf shrimp available in 
the hobby today. The internet is full of stories, from hobbyists, that claim oddball places they have found 
these shrimp surviving;   including accidentally keeping shrimplets living in water change buckets for weeks. 
My breeding group of shrimp were acquired from a fellow hobbyist in exchange for some of plants or other 
fauna. Upon taking the bag of 15-20 shrimp home, they were placed in a standard 10 gallon tank with 
Seachem Onyx/Black Sand mixture, and a hamburg mattenfilter. Shrimp tanks in my fish room are set at 78 
degrees Fahrenheit, and the water change regiment is ~33% every week or so. The shrimp will appreciate 
some easy to keep plant material in the tank, like mosses, floating plants, and water sprite. 

 Ten gallon glass tanks seem to give the shrimp enough room to breed and extend their colony. Al-
so, the volume of tank water to bioload helps keep the water in optimal condition. The mattenfilter is espe-
cially useful for shrimp, as they like to comb and graze the surface eating micro-organisms and bio film. I 
also like to use a finer substrate for the same purpose, and the Seachem Onyx sand keeps the water buff-
ered and increases mineral content which helps with keeping the shrimps developing exoskeletons healthy. 

I like to feed my shrimp tanks once per day in the morning, as it takes the shrimp some time to consume 
their food. Over the years, I’ve found that the best food to feed these freshwater crustaceans is that which 
doesn’t disintegrate or float. Gel binder, sinking foods seem to work the best, and you can even make up a 
large batch and freeze it if you don’t want to mix it weekly. A 1cm x 1cm x .5cm cube is the usual amount I 
add to a healthy colony in my fish room. Keep in mind that excess food uneaten by the shrimp will undoubt-
edly increase your snail population and foul the water. So start with small amounts and watch your water 
quality. 

 Be careful on mixing different species of dwarf freshwater shrimp, as many varieties will inter-
breed. Trying to breed a fancy, hybrid colony may be interesting. However, most crosses result in brown 
colored offspring. In my fish room, there are no fish in my shrimp tanks, as most fish species will make a 
snack of freshly hatched shrimplets. You may find success keeping dwarf shrimp in a heavily planted tank 
with smaller fish, but in my experience, this hinders the population of the shrimp. 


